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As clients have continued to push publishers to create opportunities beyond display advertising, native advertising 
appears to have become the new solution.  So what is it? Native advertising most often appears online, but in 
general terms, it’s advertising that mimics the form and function of the platform in which it’s based.  

True native ads should be fully transparent, and properly marked as sponsored or advertising content—and if it’s 
done well, it shouldn’t feel out of place from the purely editorial content that’s on the same website (or magazine, 
or event space). That means these native “stories” also need to be as sharable and discoverable as the other 
content on the site, tagged with key search terms and placed in high-traffic areas, with a clear ability for readers to 
share the content on social media sites.   

And to be successful, these native ads should match the editorial tone and standards of the content on the rest of 
the website. Stories tend to be less literal than “advertorial” might have been: fewer “Powersmart Tips by BC 
Hydro,” and more engaging stories, like a recent campaign that the online site Buzzfeed did for Virgin Mobile, 
titled “20 People Who Are Doing It Wrong,” the subhead read, “It’s not bad, it’s just that they need more training. 
Much love—Virgin Mobile.” 

Native is a much more sophisticated take on classic advertorial features that have been a part of print media for 
decades. “It’s less of an overt interruption,” says Tom Gierasimczuk, publisher of Vancouver and Western Living 
magazines. “It’s more of a complimentary piece of information presented in the context of the platform that it 
appears, and it’s created in a way that blends relatively seamlessly.” 

Advertorial, he argues, wasn’t executed as thoughtfully as current native ads are. “Advertorial was always 
secondary to the display ads,” he says. “It was rarely strategic in the copy, and in the execution.” 

The popularity of strategic native ads arises from an advertising community that’s demanding more options from 
publishers, he says. “Over the last few years, advertisers have asked for more, and media companies have 
responded by saying, clearly display advertising isn’t really what people are after,” he explains. “They want us to 
take on the entire campaign. Magazines are now playing the role of creative agency—and media companies are all 
over it. It’s higher margins, it’s loyalty and it’s revenue diversity.” 

A successful native ad campaign combats both the perception that banner ads are no longer successful—Online 
Media Daily reported that 60 percent of consumers do not remember the last display ad they saw, and that up to 
50 percent of clicks on mobile ads were accidental—while overcoming the online ad blockers that many readers 
have adopted. Plus, if the content works, readers will willingly share the stories via their own social media feeds. 
“It’s a powerful thing about native ads—you can share them,” says Gierasimczuk. “You can’t share a banner ad. 
And you can track them, you can measure metrics on them.” 

Buzzfeed has been an industry leader in this field, with many of their native ads tracking stronger than their 
editorial copy, says Gierasimczuk. He points to a successful campaign they ran with Toyota Prius. In addition to a 
home-page takeover where certain regular features were modified to resemble Prius-branded elements (the site’s 
“Viral Stats” bar was configured to resemble a battery-charge icon, similar to the car’s dash readout), the site 
produced shareable Prius-branded articles like “The 20 Top Hybrid Animals,” which received upwards of 2,000 
Facebook shares.  “With Buzzfeed being digital only, they really led the way of using native ads as shareable, 



 

 

interesting content,” says Gierasimczuk. “It was labeled transparently, and it’s done well. That’s what makes 
native ads work.” 

Vancouver magazine has experimented with native advertising in print form with a supplement produced for 
HSBC. The ten-page insert into the magazine focused on where to buy in Vancouver, giving HSBC brand 
association with relevant content, and readers a strong service package. “I worked with a local journalist who 
covers real estate, and had her put together an index of trends, along with four vacation properties to buy,” says 
Gierasimczuk. “She spoke with a lot of experts on second-home and vacation-property investment, with the 
content tailored to the HSBC audience that they were after. We presented a pretty robust, 10-page product that 
was bookended by HSBC.” While the print content wasn’t shareable in the traditional social media form, the insert 
was printed as an overrun for the client. “They wanted thought leadership, an authoritative piece, that they could 
distribute to their HSBC branches in BC.” 

Native advertising offers revenue opportunities for magazines in other formats as well. Gierasimczuk points to 
events that they have created for clients with both editorial merit and advertiser benefit. The team at Vancouver 
magazine created an event for readers that brought speakers from its “Power 50” issue to a client’s automobile 
showroom. The event worked for both the magazine and the client: readers gained access to thought leaders for 
the evening (along with food and wine) and learned about content that was on-brand for the magazine; the client 
gained access to potential customers in their showroom, and positive brand association.  

And the client was thrilled with the results: they’ve renewed the event series for a second year (and gave Van Mag 
the chance to create the ultimate native ad: the dealership’s magazine.). “Once you start integrating clients,” says 
Gierasimczuk, “the value to them is exponential.” 


